SA social listening collated input
1 July 2021
This is the collation of reports from several organisations doing social listening to Covid
& vaccine concerns, questions and misinformation in SA. Thanks to all who submitted.
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1.

National Department of Health (Charity)

#1 MASK FATIGUED: AN EXCUSE FOR NON-COMPLIANCE TO SAFETY PROTOCOLS

Drivers citing the following reasons:
- Many commuters aren't complying with
safety measures.
- They don't want to sanitise and wear masks.
- Saying there is no enforcement because
their livelihood depends on the very
commuters who aren't complying with safety
protocols
- Drivers focusing on mask only; no focus on
the importance of opening of windows

Commuters citing the following reasons:

Tired; can’t breathe, can’t talk with the mask on
People think you have covid-19 when
wearing a mask

-
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-

Only wear a mask when coughing or
next to someone coughing
For the what, for the who? Why “maar”?
why “vele”?

-

https://www.enca.com/news/covid-19-sa-randburg-taxirank-complains-commuter-non-compliance

#2 COVID-19 COMPLACENCY BY THE RETAIL: AN EXCUSE FOR NON-COMPLIANCE

Country by country experience: Countries
like Australia, China, Singapore, and Taiwan
had their pandemics completely under control
but in each of these countries, new outbreaks
have emerged, ones that have proven dangerous enough to lead to new lockdowns,
mandatory quarantines, etc.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/williamhaseltine/
2021/06/09/the-perils-of-covidcomplacency/?sh=ecccab82b800

- Compliance to limited numbers in the
shop, or physical distancing in queues
usually happens where there is
enforcement
Hand sanitizing
- Compliance to hand sanitizing happens
mostly where there are security guards at the
door to remind them
- Almost non-existence in the townships and
rural areas

#3 – Misinformation because of Language barrier
A video of a woman from the rural KwaZulu-Natal
that has gone viral this week highlights how the
South Africa’s majority who do not speak English
struggle to understand the President when he
addresses the nation and spread false
information. Vaccine becomes Vaseline, and on
the phone, she spreads misinformation; saying
Government is injecting people with Vaseline to
stop the foreign disease. This satiric video clip
clearly highlights how marginalised rural
communities are compromised by language to
access reliable information. @WhatsApp
#
mask
- Only wear a mask when coughing or
next to someone coughing
- For the what, for the who? Why
“maar”? why “vele”?
https://www.enca.com/news/covid-19-sarandburg-taxi-rank-complains-commuternon-compliance
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4 – Important public questions on vaccination process requiring response in-real-time
Complaining that Government should finish the
60+ year olds first
NDOH hopes that the 50+ year olds will assist to
register their 60+ year old relatives and take them along
to the site to vaccine as no shows could be because of
transport or that they need assistance to get to the site.
In the light of the new variants, they wanted to
know if those already vaccinated needed a booster,
which also requires a new message.
Others wanted to know what to do when their
waiting period for the second doze expires without an
appointment date. We might want to develop a
message to respond to this..
https://www.facebook.com/HealthZA/

mask
- Only wear a mask when coughing or
next to someone coughing
- For the what, for the who? Why
“maar”? why “vele”?
https://www.enca.com/news/covid-19-sarandburg-taxi-rank-complains-commuternon-compliance
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2.

UNICEF (Daniel, Janine and Pumla)

Online conversations about COVID-19 vaccines that generated most engagements in the
past week were related to vaccine access (35% of total engagements), followed by
conversations about safety (15%), and vaccine effectiveness/efficacy (13%).
Engagement increased across online platforms driven by lockdown level 4
announcement, 3rd Wave intensity, alcohol ban, EFF protest, opening up of registration
to 50+s. New arrivals in the misinfo/fake news landscape also drove engagement.
Google Search Trends
1. “Deborah De Richter” (+5,000%) - appears to be related to conspiracy that individuals
who received the COVID-19 vaccine will die, see here)” – in right-wing, conspiracy
theory, farm murder nexus. Little available online suggesting this is prompted by
WhatsApp circulation.
2. Geert Vanden Bossche” (+5,000%), see here a relevant article – ‘vaccines will doom
humanity’
3. “vaccine registration over 50” (+2,250%)
4. “delta variant vaccine” (+1,750%) & “J&J delta vaccine” (+1,500%) – presumably to
understand the efficacy of JnJ against new variant
5. “spike protein COVID-19 vaccine” (+130%) – presumably linked to current misinfo
about people who've had the vaccine shedding the spike protein, which in turn can
cause menstrual cycle irregularities, miscarriages, and sterility in other women just by
being in close proximity.
Youtube Search Trends
1. “delta variant Covid” (+5,000%) & “Is the vaccine safe?” (+5,000%)
2. “Pfizer vaccine side effects” (+150%)
Tweets about COVID-19 vaccines generated 55k engagements, +70% compared to the
previous period.
News articles about COVID-19 vaccines generated over 45k engagements, +30%
compared to the previous reporting period.
Facebook posts about COVID-19 vaccines generated about 470k cumulative
interactions over the extended 1- month period (150k over the past week).
Additional rumours tracked
 Misinformation claiming that WHO is now advising to stop vaccinating children against
COVID-19. WHO released new guidance this past week stating that Pfizer/BionTech
vaccine is suitable for people 12+ years. The misinformed posts are referring to the
old WHO guidance which was not recommending vaccines for individuals under 18
years of age.
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A tweet claiming that vaccination is pointless because there will continue to be new
variants emerging.
Call to avoid vaccine brands using mRNA technology.



This report provides an analysis of online content related to COVID-19 vaccines in South Africa
between June 24 and June 30. The report draws from the following categories of online signals:
Google and YouTube search trends, Twitter and Facebook posts, and digital news articles. Google
and YouTube trends data are from Google Trends, Twitter and digital news from Talkwalker and
Facebook from Crowdtangle.

3.

Covid hotline call centre / Right To Care (Lizzie & Candy)









4.

Call volume very high today with registration for over 50s opening up. Some
frustrations experienced as site went live before the call centre were allowed to
handle these calls.
Continued issues with EVDS as due to ‘finger-slips’ people are entering the
wrong ID number, and then attending a site and being turned away.
Unfortunately, at call centre level we are unable to effect changes to the ID
number, and this requires referral to the NDoH. This creates delays and a lot of
frustration for those affected. We also believe it is resulting in those who were
already ‘on the fence’ about vaccinating, failing to vaccinate.
Some confusion around second vaccine scheduling. It appears that most of
these cases are due to the first vaccine dose not being logged by the vaccination
site. The individual then receives an automatically ‘rescheduled’ appointment via
EVDS, and believes that this is for their second dose.
Location of scheduled vaccination site remains an issue, despite walk-ins now
being permitted.
Other continued major concern is regarding SMSs:
o Not receiving 2nd SMS with scheduling.
o Receiving SMS saying ‘You have been vaccinated’ when they have not.
o Receiving SMSs for other people.

University of Johannesburg (Kate & Bongani)

Thanks to Bongani Xezwi, our community researcher, and members our Vaccine Monitoring
Group (about 20 activists from all 9 provinces).
1. Regarding transport, some good local initiatives. Brixton Community Forum organizing
people with cars to help get those without cars to get to vaccination sites; a Catholic church
in Khayelitsha organizing a coach to take 60+ congregants to a site; Unemployed Workers
Movement in Makhanda negotiated with the taxi association to open a new route from the
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township to Settlers Hospital (the only site in town), and this has cut costs to a manageable
level.
2. However, our researcher, now in his 4 th province, reports that the main problem with getting
people vaccinated is still the cost of getting people to sites. In Makhanda, which has over
100,000 residents, and a large township, there is a call to open at least two sites in the
township, and small sites or mobile teams for the towns and villages around the city. Here
the community is well organized so would assist, but we need to join the dots …
3. Christian leaders not always doing a good job. Some saying that only God and cure people.
Does it make any sense to engage with the Social Behaviour MAC?
4. Better masking etc in Khayelitsha and Gugs than in other provinces visited. Will check
whether this is because of Sunday’s talk. One interviewee said she had changed her mind
and would now get vaccinated because the President said she should.
5. People don’t understand why old people get Pfizer and workers get J&J. Could there be an
official explanation? I am happy to circulate an unofficial one.
6. At request, gave a talk on viruses and vaccinations to the monitoring group. Despite the
group being educated and engaged, there were some apparently basic questions that go
beyond responses to fake news. Examples: why does the pandemic come in waves? What
is different about Africa (which covers various issues)? Can we get more popular education
on the mass media – something between sophisticated scientific explanation and mere
instruction? We could organize a panel from the monitoring group to pose questions
perhaps?
7. People continuing to ask about Ivermectin. Should the big Mac be asked to review the
evidence?
8. Hospital near Ivory Park (GP) demanding IDs, so possible discrimination against foreign
migrants. Can we get a statement out on this and have it circulated beyond the
department’s networks so that activists can show it to staff if necessary? Also walk-ins for
60+ being discouraged. Need an unequivocal statement on this from NDoH.
9. Many reports of deaths. Some needless and a consequence of lack of information. People
thinking that because they have been vaccinated they are immune. One issue is with
people who have just received Pfizer thinking that efficacy is immediately high, and another
is with J&J. These cases lead to hesitancy, so this is an important issue.

5.

Centre for Communication Impact SA (Nthabiseng & team)
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Rumours
 Possibility of the 4th wave
“4th wave is expected in October “
https://twitter.com/Tebzarr/status/1410453574363066370?s=20
“We are already discussing the possibility of the 4th wave. Watch as
we get there and your government is surprised, again.”

https://twitter.com/Melusi_MD/status/1409929647677136897?s=20
“Level 5 loading”
https://twitter.com/Mpumi21757987/status/1410329154793443331?s=20
Misinformation
 The rising number of new cases of infected people
“The numbers are inflated”.
https://twitter.com/RiaanNelZA/status/1410451237150117891?s=20

 Vaccines are unlikely to sterilize all the population.
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6.

Covid Comms (David)

1. We have received 3 questions regarding businesses not following Covid19
guidelines. As well as confusion on what to do about it.
2. Related to this, questions about the protocols that should be followed if someone in
your workplace tests positive for Covid.
3. Questions relating to the vaccine rollout for educators and support staff at
private/independent schools.
4. Suggestion to create content about the stigma that comes with a virus like this. And
the need to not be too ashamed to let the people who you have been in contact know
about your positive covid result.
5. Suggestion came through on Facebook that the authorities that be, look into handing
out stickers saying "I got the jab!" or something similar thus garnering social
accountability and more vaccine registrations.

7.

Media Monitoring Africa / Real 411 (William)

1. Side effects. A number of complaints about the side fifes of vaccines. 1461 and 1466 are
good examples. Side effects range from causing death to serious disability. These also linked
to spike protein. Truth: there are side affects but most not
dangerous. https://www.dw.com/en/fact-check-no-links-found-between-vaccination-anddeaths/a-56458746 and also https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-57173286. SO death can
occur in very rare instances. Point is something like contraceptive pill has far more common
adverse side effects but it is commonly taken.
2. Ivermectin. More content about Ivermectin being a miracle drug. The problem is that while it
is a grey peas much of the continue then say it is a miracle cure like this oneL: 1457 and can be
seen int his video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VTqmXOAU2mQ. Truth: Ivermectin still
not proven and some research form credible sources show it can have really adverse effects
like this one: https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMc1917344
3. Going phishing. Another phishing scam. 1460 These aren’t new, nor are they necessarily
anti vaccine but given the dire economic position people are in it is worth noting and heeling to
combat and also assuring people of what measures there to help people. Turht: No additional
government relief package

8.

Section 27 (Nontsikelelo)

Feedback and input from the CATHCA vaccine literacy workshop
 Vaccine efficacy is a key concern – many questions about whether a person will get sick with
COVID after vaccination and why. We have answers for this in our manual.
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 In light of the roll out of teacher vaccination last week there were questions about whether
children would be vaccinated and if not, why not. We have answers to this but if there is anything
else can share with our constituencies then please share.

 There is a lot of concerns still about those with co-morbidities including HIV, Cancer and
Diabetes. Two issues: 1) whether they are eligible to be vaccinated and 2)what effect the vaccine
would have on people living with those co-morbidities. It would be good to have an answer other
than we don’t know yet. I know that there’s been a call for PLHIV to part of a trial but don’t recall
who put out that call. Does anyone know?

 Another issue was whether a booster shot would be required after vaccination and a related
issue is why some vaccines need two shots while others need just one. We need answers here.

 A big concern of the group was that care-givers who work for NGOs like the ones supported by
Cathca are not considered healthcare workers, even though they are giving home-based care, and
palliative care. The participants said that they visit loads of patients every day. Our head of health
has asked the question to Nicholas Crisp but if anyone who is involved with the vaccine roll out can
answer that would be great.

9.

Africa Infodemic Response Alliance (Elodie, Aurelie, Sergio)

South Africa
○ A post warns about the fast vaccine rollout by comparing it to thalidomide, a rapidly
approved drug in the 1950s that led to malformations in newborns here (Facebook)
↪ Vaccine testing being falsely equated with the thalidomide development is not
new
○ Question about vaccine safety and long term effects here (Twitter)
■ About why people should take vaccines;
■ About how long they remain in one's body;
■ About whether they're safe when taking antibiotics or have chronic
illnesses
○
○
○
○

Comment about people dying in Norway after receiving Pfizer here (Twitter)
Comment about young boys suffering from rare heart inflammation here (Twitter)
Some teachers refuse the vaccine due to health concerns here (Twitter)
Comment with video stating the vaccines were designed to kill people here (News)

○ Claims that people have died after taking the vaccine here and here (Twitter)
○ Question about the vaccine’s purpose if people are getting re-infected here (Twitter)
○ The minister of transport posted and subsequently deleted a Tweet stating that
people can still die of COVID after vaccination here, generating debate (Twitter)
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This week’s South Africa Feedback report notes discussions around the lack of
SAHPRA approval for the Sinovac and Sputnik vaccines
↪ Our report also notes debates about the EFF party’s actions to acquire access to
the Sputnik vaccine here
Online claims suggesting the WHO does not recommend the vaccine for children here,
here and here were countered here
Comment about first vaccine jab “deactivating your immune system” here
Concerns over forced vaccinations for teachers here and comments about the need
to also vaccinate children/close schools here and here
Statistics and post alleging that COVID is not as dangerous as other issues here
Thread on vaccines’ effectiveness against variants here
Comment on use of ivermectin here
Comment about spike proteins “assisting the virus” here
↪ UNICEF ESAR has also flagged “spike protein” as a breakout search this past week
in South Africa
News of a 63-year-old woman dying in a COVID vaccine queue sparked comments on
social media here
↪ some criticized slow vaccine rollout, others asked about the cause of her death
Comments on the hidden “ramifications of the vaccine,” referring to misinformation
about Dr. Dolores Cahill and Dr. Geert Vanden Bossche
Guidance encouraging pregnant women to get vaccinated here and here (News)
Member of the Executive Council (MEC) for education says there is nothing “devilish”
about the vaccine and encourages teachers to get it here (News)

10. National Institute for Communicable Diseases (Nileen and
Sinehlanhla)
PRIMARY TOPICS
1. Dominance of Delta variant in South Africa
2. COVID-19 vaccines in general and pace of rollout
a. When will next phase start
b. Criticism over slow rollout and that those under 60 with severe co-morbidities
can’t vaccinate
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3. Level 4 lockdown restrictions
4. Non-compliance to preventative measures
5. Spreading of fake news and misinformation

11.

University of the Free State (Herkulaas)

Infodemic Feedback report
There were a variety of different trending topics in South Africa between the 24 th of June – 1st of
July. Among these, the announcement of alert level 4 lockdown was announced. According to the
Google search engine results, most of the searches spiked between the 26 th and 27th of June
(Sunday-Monday).
Under the level 4 lockdown trend, 110 different keywords were associated with this – among
these, the most salient words were: President Address, Level 4 Restrictions, SA Lockdown,
Prohibited, and Adjusted Level 4.
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Of this, it is noted that the time of day is significant for the spike of information.

This means that the majority of the trends surrounding the lockdown just prior and after the
presidential addresses was accompanied by a ser of very specific behaviour seeking patterns by
people. This creates an opportunity where risk communication can be proactive, rather than just
reactive based on political and other official communication. For example, if official information in
response to the address was made available in real time as the presidential address was made,
then potential mis information may have been addressed within the hour as people used this this
as the time for information seeking. Below are some of the misinformation about Twitter that
spread with regard to Lockdowns during that same time period:’
1. General lockdown information
“RT @BusinessTechSA: Here is the full list of services available at Home Affairs under
South Africa's level 4 lockdown https://t.co/RYubYXiiâ€¦”
2. That there is vaccine seeking behaviour
12

“@AndiMakinana @Nkanyiso_ngqulu Many South Africans since the lockdown in March
2020 are waiting for vaccines , geneâ€¦ https://t.co/7zM2ajAY8d”
3. People using the lockdown for humour
“A lockdown we can all get behind #JacobZuma #ListenProperly https://t.co/Jvx2T8hv2q”
4. People talking about the indirect effects of lockdown
“Lockdown vs unemployment South Africans. We gonna do a come back guys”.
https://t.co/gbtZ7svrSK”
5. General morale in South Africa is low with regard to Government Trust.
“We will never accept any more illegal Cyril Ramaphosa lockdown until Ramaphosa tell
South Africans what happened to R500”
“RT @NickHudsonCT: The lies Fauci told about the origins of SARS-CoV-2, though
breathtaking, are inconsequential relative to the lies he told”
6. Anti-lockdown protests
“The big protest against lockdown has arrived. Please retweet to spread the word.”
7. Peer review study can end covid ivermectin
“South Africa Approves Ivermectin; Peer-Reviewed Study Says Can End COVID
“Yes please South African government give us access to
https://t.co/fOujAGgVw3”
“Coronavirus News https://t.co/uAlHHJ9pbOâ€¦ https://t.co/X8f1vNbuOW”

Ivermectin

Unfortunately, none of the citations in the article indicate that ivermectin will “end COVID”
1. https://coronanews123.wordpress.com/2021/05/10/south-africa-approves-ivermectinpeer-reviewed-study-says-can-end-covid/
2. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3043740/

12.

Centre for Analytics and Behaviour Change (Jesse Cann)
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This week, mention volume continued to trend upward. This increase in volume was partly
driven
by
conversation
about
the
change
in
lockdown
level.
Lockdown-related content contributed significantly to this week’s vaccine conversation,
but did not dominate the discourse.

Top authors in the vaccine conversation by engagement. A blend of public figures, influencer
accounts, journalists and government bodies.

Lockdown Level 4
After the announcement by the President to move the country into Lockdown Level 4,
there was an increase in conversation online about this decision. A large portion of this
conversation included criticism of the government, and specifically Ramaphosa.
Before the anticipated announcement of a move to Lockdown Level 4 (which includes an
alcohol ban), SA Breweries tweeted that the “alcohol industry cannot afford another ban”
and noted the devastating impact from the previous bans. The tweet suggests that the
government should work in partnership with other industries to “speed up the rollout of
the COVID-19 vaccine to protect lives and livelihoods.” Lord Stark echoed the sentiments
of the alcohol industry by stating that “the rise in Covid numbers has nothing to do with
Alcohol and entertainment. Its failure of Government and Vaccine Roll Out.” This tweet
gained significant engagement with 1527 retweets, 113 quote tweets and 7177 likes. This
was a common theme throughout the online conversation, as the government was
14

criticised for a slow vaccine rollout and citizens felt like they were being punished for
governments’ failure to get vaccinations underway.
Other political leaders, such as DA party leader John Steenhuisen have also criticised
Ramaphosa on the lockdown announcement. Steenhuisen calls for accountability and
states that “every covid death and every job lost to draconian restrictions announced
tonight are on President Ramaphosa now. He is now forcing citizens to pay the price for
his administration's catastrophic vaccine failures.” This tweet had 332 retweets, 43 quote
tweets and 1305 likes.
Continuing to critice the vaccine rollout, Tsuli stated that the government is trying to fight
COVID-19 with “lockdowns and not vaccines” - this tweet gained 73 retweets and 447
likes. A fake account claiming to be Tokyo Sexwale also criticised the “failed vaccine
rollout programs, collapsed public health system, looted covid relief funds, millions of job
losses,” stating that after all this “Ramaphosa says it’s because we remove masks when
we are eating.” This account also questioned Ramaphosa being appointed as “COVID19 Champion” by the AU at the G7 meeting. The tweet states, “the west wants to impose
Bill Gates vaccines on Africa thru puppet Ramaphosa.”
In a similar vein, Tumelo Yarona criticised the looting of COVID-19 funds by writing
“lockdown is the only solution you can afford. Just so you can pretend that you’re
containing the virus.” Another individual, Neo Mmusi claimed that Ramaphosa “blamed
SAns 4 de rise in Covid cases” and stated that “we are still in the pandemic bcos of
corruption not bcos of citizens.” Furthermore, Karyn Maughan states that in South Africa
the bar for service delivery is low, but the “government still manages to dig itself a massive
crater under that very low bar. And then throw us all in it.” It is clear that there is much
frustration around the vaccine rollout.
South African Musician, Karen Zoid brought up the issue of the effect that lockdown has
on artists, “artists are starving, families are suffering and businesses are closing daily”,
she continues by stating “take away my music, take away my wine. But please vaccinate
the workforce.”
Another criticism of the government has been the decision to vaccinate inmates, Sheldon
Cameron responded to this News24 article by saying “criminals taking care of criminals
first.” This criticism comes at a time when as Mr Makhado suggests that restaurants,
sports leagues and event promoters have “huge databases of people who are crying to
be vaccinated”, he states that government should be working with these industries to “turn
super spreaders into super vaxers.” This tweet gained some engagement with 183
retweets, 69 quote retweets and 746 likes.
The president himself has also been called into question around corruption allegations,
Sizwe Mpofu-Walsh used the #QuestionsForRamaphosa and asked “can the president
confirm that no one who funded the CR17 campaign has benefited from any Covid gov
procurement?”
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In conclusion, it is clear that many South African citizens are frustrated and lack
confidence in the government because of the slow rate of vaccinations, as well as the
looting of COVID-19 relief funds.
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Vaccine Inequity
Amongst the growing criticism and lack of trust in government another issue that was also
brought to light again this week is the issue of vaccine inequity. There was not a significant
conversation around this, but it is a theme that has come up before and should be noted.
Faranha states that although they acknowledge that the South African government is a “huge
problem”, they cannot ignore the “hoarding of vaccines by the global north.” They go on to say
that “Covid has highlighted the inequities not just at home but in the world”. This feeds into
some of the research from last week’s report which showed the high rates of vaccine inequity
and access in South Africa amongst those who had medical aid and those who didn’t.
Tulio de Oliveira brings up the global phenomena of COVID-19 cases beginning to drop in
almost all continents besides Africa, they question “is that related to the hoarding of vaccines by
rich countries?” This tweet has 131 retweets, 12 quote tweets and 310 likes.

Vaccine Misinformation
The theme around this week’s misinformation seems to be around vaccines being used as
biological weapons or tools to depopulate the world. Another concern that is emerging when
speaking about the vaccines, is the impact it might have on patients who are HIV Positive.

This long thread received a lot of attention
in the past week with 369 retweets, 20 quoted tweets and 608 likes. In this post the author is
positioning the vaccine as a tool to reduce overpopulation by the “WHO and its funders.” The
thread goes on to say that the World Health Organisation is looking to depopulate the world,
using the different vaccines to execute their plan.
18

We came across this tweet saying that Australia had stopped their vaccination program due to
people testing positive for HIV after receiving the vaccine.

In this exchange between 2 influential accounts, sharing unverified information about the effects
of vaccines to HIV patients. The tweet received a lot of traction. The authors had tagged
SAHPRA on the post and this could have been a great moment to educate everyone engaged.
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This post about vaccines being used as bioweapons from American Twitter made it to South
African Twitter by retweets. The account shares a lot of misinformation around vaccines

13.

Health Systems Trust (Antoinette)

A review of HST’s information dissemination channels for the week shows a similar pattern to that
of previous weeks. Not a major emphasis on COVID-19 and the vaccination drive, but rather on
our core which is HIV treatment.
Some direct messages relate to:
Access to public health facilities for treatment:

The above message relates to accessing circumcision but others relate to accessing treatment
for HIV (ARV’s) and other chronic conditions.
Access to public health facilities for treatment:
People inbox HST seeking help beyond HST’s standard scope of offering. This post leans
heavily on social development. Others ask for direction related to botched services at facilities
such as deliveries and C-sections.
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Qualified individuals often inbox wanting to either volunteer or do practicals at HST:

The post with the highest engagement has been of the KZN’s Health Minister visiting Dr
Pixley KaIsaka Seme Memorial Hospital (new hospital) in KwaMashu, as part of a dry run to
assess the hospital’s state of readiness. (People are desperately seeking jobs there)
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Our highest number of reactions and impressions on LinkedIn were on the Youth Day blog
article – youth and adolescent health being a topic public health issue

Rumours and Misinformation
We pick up on the fake news, etc. courtesy of #iChooseVaccination and avoid disseminating it.
We send vaccine-related updates from this group.
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